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Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

Website: 
www.zl2ks.org.nz 

Marlborough Lines Visit; POSTPONED 
 

Social Group; POSTPONED 
 

Committee Meeting; POSTPONED 

1. Grape Ride - POSTPONED until 2021 
2. Visit to Marlborough Lines POSTPONED until further notice 
3. Ham Cram POSTPONED until further notice 
4. NZART Conference, CANCELLED 

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 
144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Rob Carter, ZL2IW 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

April 2020 

Conference 2020 is cancelled 
NZART Council has made the decision to cancel the Conference in Shantytown this year.  
This is due to the COVID-19 situation and taking on board all the advice for doing so. 
NZART Council expresses its thanks to the Conference 2020 Organising Committee for all the 
hard work put in to run this event, and the preparations done to date. 
Those who have registered to attend in Shantytown, contact Debby at HQ by email 
nzart@nzart.org.nz, advising a bank account for their registration payments to be refunded to. 
 
 

NZART AGM Postponed to Saturday 5 September 2020 
NZART AGM is postponed and relocated to Wellington on Saturday 5 September 2020.  
The AGM will be run as a one day event in Wellington, there is to be no Conference 
associated with the AGM, therefore there will be no alternative programme, no forums, there is 
no organising committee.  
NZART will organise and run the AGM.  
 

It is intended to book the Brentwood Hotel, 16 Kemp Street, Kilbirnie, Wellington for the AGM. 
 

The AREC AGM will be held after the NZART AGM at the same location. 
 

All dates and locations for the AGM are subject to change. 
 
 

Mark Gooding ZL2UFI 
President NZART, On Behalf of NZART Council 
Press Release: Thursday 19 March 2020 

This will be the last Interface until things get back to normal - if any other members send me an 
item on what they have been doing while in lockdown, I am happy to send out brief supplements.  
The radio has been going here with lots of discussions on various projects and thoughts about 
upcoming things to do (once the bits required can be bought) so I know you are all busy doing 
radio stuff! Thanks to the members who heeded my request and sent their articles for this issue. 



LIBRARIAN’S REPORT - Missing from last Interface list of AGM reports... 
 

Not much happened in 2019 with the library, it’s still available to members, but not many 
requests for books were received. An overview of the material held is available on our website. 
Thanks to Bill ZL2AYZ and John Zl2LI who have brought in a few stacks of overseas 
magazines for members to take home and share. These have not been added to the library, 
but are a welcome addition to the ‘floating’ collection, please bring them along for others to look 
through once you have had them for a while. 
 

- Gerard ZL2GVA 

MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 88th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES 
EOC 12 March 2020, 19:35 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Tony Whitaker, Chris Grant, Paul 
Rennie, Grant Simpson, Gerard Van Antwerpen, Bernie Lankshear, Ian Conway, John Errington, Wayne Parker, 
Helen & Ron Harris, Don Jamieson, Graeme McKay, Ken Menzies, David Rothwell 
 

Apologies: John Neal, Gavin Piercy, Rob Carter, Kay Hannagan, Christine Conway, Stuart Watchman 
 

Welcome by Bill Cousins then silent tribute to the memory of John Hyndman 
 

Minutes of the 2019 AGM:  p. Gerard Van Antwerpen   s.  Bill Cousins Carried 
 

Matters arising: Note mistype of stated 2018 meeting time of 19:90  
 

Correspondence: None    
 

Reports: 
Financial: Balance sheet and asset list as in the March 2020 Interface. 
 p. Ken Hynds   s.  John Errington Carried 
 

The following reports were published in the March 2020 Interface: 

 QSL Manager 

 President 

 Exam Supervisors 

 AREC 

 Webmaster (Note cost numerical error) 

 Social Group 
Reports accepted  p. Helen Harris  s. Chris Grant Carried 
 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS:  

President:    Bill Cousins   

Vice President:   Ken Menzies  

Secretary:    Don Laing  

Treasurer:    Ken Hynds  

Account reviewer:  Blenheim Accounting Services 

 p. Ken Hynds  s. John Errington Carried 
 

Committee:   Grant Simpson, Paul Rennie, David Rothwell, John Errington 

QSL Manager:   Bill Cousins 

Exam Supervisors:  John Neal, Bill Cousins  

Call Sign Trustees:  David Rothwell, Stuart Watchman 

Repeater Trustees:  Grant Simpson, Ken Menzies 

Morse examiner:   Ken Menzies 

Social Group Coordinator: Chris Grant / Christine Conway 

Librarian:    Gerard Van Antwerpen 

Interface Editor:   Caryl Simpson 

Web Master:   Gerard Van Antwerpen 

AREC Section Leader:   Paul Rennie                  
 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 
 Subscription for 2020 ~ 21: 

Agreed to remain at $20 individual,   $25 family p Bill Cousins   s.  Ian Conway Carried 

 Insurance premium payment (>$1000) authorized p  Ken Hynds  s  John Errington Carried 

Meeting closed at 19:50 
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MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
12 MARCH 2020 AT 19:55 HOURS 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Tony Whitaker, Chris Grant, Paul 
Rennie, Grant Simpson, Gerard Van Antwerpen, Bernie Lankshear, Ian Conway, John Errington, Wayne Parker, 
Helen & Ron Harris, Don Jamieson, Graeme McKay, Ken Menzies, David Rothwell 

 

Apologies: John Neal, Gavin Piercy, Rob Carter, Kay Hannagan, Christine Conway, Stuart Watchman 
 

Previous Minutes: Agreed by those present as a true and correct record 
 

Correspondence:    Inward - MDC issued Environmental Management Plan decision released on 21 Feb 2020 
Outward - MARC advised MDC that they accept the EMP and request that MARC be notified 

as a S274 party for any Environmental Court appeals. 
- HamCram posters have been emailed to NZMCA, NZSAR & Greypower 

 

Finance: Pending accounts for tables, MFJ voltage booster & BBQ meat   
Matters Arising: Suggestion that MARC send a sympathy card to John Hyndman however contact details were 
not known. DL 

 

REPORTS: 
Repeater: 
As per AGM report 
Ward  - Alternative site at Single Hill proposed by Ian Conway was tested.  
 Good coverage in every direction except towards the Ned repeater hence not suitable. 
 Photos of Ward repeater hut have been sent to the owner of Hollow Top site to indicate the minimal site 
 area required but still no response. BC 

 

General Business:  
 Ham Cram - Dates confirmed as 18/19 April. NZART study books printed and copies distributed to Tutors. 

Don Laing has taken on advertising. Poster printed and already emailed to NZMCA, NZSAR & Greypower. 
Intend to start distributing to schools, colleges and others places next week.  
Noted that students will be offered scholarships for $35 course fee and are exempt from $95 licence fee.
 BC / DL 

  Field Day - enjoyable day by all but will not get the Midland Trophy this year. 
 

Future Events 
14 Mar 2020 -  Branch 26 combined BBQ - only 6 people confirmed so far. Disappointing result 
28 Mar 2020 -  Grape Ride - Stuart W & Chris Grant are coordinating. Volunteers still required.  
09 Apr 2020 -  Visit to Marlborough Lines Control room (instead of GM) 

           Meet at Marlborough Lines car park 
18-19 Apr 2020 Ham Cram 
30 – 31 May – NZART Conference 2020, Shantytown, Greymouth 
 

Meeting closed 20:35 
 

Next meeting – 9 April 2020  AT MARLBOROUGH LINES CARPARK 7:30PM (NOW CANCELLED) 
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All right, have you been one of the ones who bought all the flour? Want to know what to make with it??  
This recipe was very popular with the Base personnel in the Nurses’ Hall during the Silver Fern Rally 2014 

 
SUPER SIMPLE MINI CHEESE MUFFINS (makes about 36 minis. Add 1C ham & cayenne = 48 minis) 

 
2C self raising flour (or 2C plain flour & 2 tsp baking powder) 
2C grated cheese 
2C milk 
salt & pepper 
 
Spray or grease muffin tins. 
Mix all together & put into mini muffin tins (or regular size) 
Bake 180°C about 15 minutes or until golden.  
(Need longer if you make larger muffins) 
Try cutting them open & spreading with chive butter (butter with a bit of chives chopped into it) 

Suggestions for additions to basic recipe… 
1C chopped bacon or ham 
pinch Cayenne pepper, paprika, Dijon mustard or 
curry powder (I add Cayenne or they’re a bit bland) 
Add grated onion, tomato, cream corn, zucchini, 
capsicums, pineapple, dates or carrots. Whatever 
takes your fancy! 
 

Pictured muffins have bacon added 



CARLUKE COMBINED BBQ MARCH 2020 
 

As you may have noticed from the group photo on the next page, we were well outnumbered at the annual 
combined BBQ with only 10 (only 6 members plus partners) from Marlborough but 19 from Nelson and Motueka 
(including 2 kids but not the dog - all from Nelson). We went from the highest attendance at the Onamalutu BBQ 
to the lowest! We had 17 apologies and never heard from 15. 
Those who did attend had a great day. The weather could not have been better, a lot took advantage of the 
bargains on the Sales Table, and everyone enjoyed catching up with each other. 
We were so busy enjoying the food we forgot to photograph it to show what a great spread it was but we had 
sausages, patties, steak, bacon, onions, potatoes and stuffed eggs accompanied by the usual selection of 
delicious salads - potato, egg, lettuce, pasta and bean, to name a few. That was just the main course! Dessert 
featured apple cakes, trifle, pavlova, chocolates, biscuits, watermelons plus I’m sure there was more but my 
memory fails me. 
While lunch was cooking, quiz sheets were handed out. There were 5 sections, each with 10 pictures. They had 
to correctly name landmarks, flowers, creepy crawlies, statues and some cryptic phrases for a total of 50 points. 
There were enough sheets for people to huddle in small groups then each team came together to combine all 
their answers into one quiz sheet, with a bit of arguing over some answers, which was then marked. After tallying 
up the results it was Marlborough - 1, with 43 correct and Nelson - 0, as they had 31 correct. 
After lunch, the next competition was the Fox Hunt. There is nothing funnier than seeing all these fellas wandering 
around in circles in the middle of a paddock. The winner was a young Nelson lad, Levi, followed closely by Grant. 
It got a bit confusing as nobody told Levi he was supposed to leave the “fox” where it was and he picked it up then 
carried it out to show he had found it. He will know for next time! So, it was now Marlborough - 1, Nelson - 1. 
The final tie breaking game was Toss the Tait. We have an old Tait radio which members must throw as far as 
they can. Measurements are taken from where it finally stops, not from where it first hits the ground. The best 
throw was a whopping 28.5m by Dylan Smart. He managed to throw it high enough that when it landed, it then 
rolled end over end, adding a lot to his final distance. The rest of the throws varied from 7.4m to 18.4m so you can 
see he threw over 10m further than the next best. The winning team is chosen after adding up all the scores with 
the highest total winning. It must be noted that each team has an equal number of throwers so one of our side 
threw twice and some of Nelson did not throw at all. Final totals were Nelson 125.1m and Marlborough a puny 
88.3m giving them a win of 2 out of 3 games so they won the Combined Club Trophy. 
As we had no physical trophy to hand over, the two club presidents just shook hands and we accepted a lot of 
good natured ribbing over the lack. 

L-R: Tony W, Andrew Mackie (standing at back) 
Marie Cousins, Chris Grant, Dianne Menzies 

L-R: Chris & Gavin Piercy, Grant Simpson, Bob Peters 
plus Dylan’s two children 

Ken Menzies Grant Simpson 

This rabbit was very friendly, 
hopping about on the other 
side of the road. I assume it 
belongs to the people in the 
house beside the Pioneer 

Cottage (shown left) 

Carluke Hall 
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There should be a photo of Bill handing over the Combined Club Trophy to the 
Nelson President - but Grant forgot it! So, all you get is a handshake between 
Branch 22 President, Bill Cousins, and Branch 26 President Andrew Mackie. 
Grant had got it out ready to go then left it on the computer room floor. Nelson claim 
it was because we were so confident we would win it again that we just didn’t bother 
bring it but that is not so (it would have been if we’d thought of it!) 
Congratulations to Nelson for finally winning and we will deliver the trophy to you 
ASAP after the lockdown has been lifted. 
This report proves that Marlborough has the brains but Nelson is full of tossers.  

L - R in Back Row: Chris Grant ZL2CHG, Marie & Bill Cousins ZL2AYZ, Margaret Robinson, Stewart Robinson 
ZL2STR, Dylan Smart ZL2SAR, Jim Meachen ZL2BHF, Gordon Wallace ZL2JGW, Tony Whitaker ZLRKL, Chris 

Coyle ZL2CJC, Bob Peters ZL2RP, Jean Coyle, Andrew Mackie ZL2HZ and Topsy Scott ZL2LS  

L - R front Row: Dave ZL4RT, Chris Scott ZL4CS with JJ the dog, Heather Courtier, Heather Scott, Levi Scott (in 
front of Heather Scott), Charlotte & Brody Scott, Grant Simpson ZL2BK, Ken Menzies ZL2BJV & wife Dianne, 

Gavin Piercy ZL4IY & wife Christine, Margaret Hunter with Judy Berthelsen kneeling at the end. 

COMBINED BBQ ATTENDEES 
Branch 26 names in blue (thanks to Jim ZL2BHF for the ID’s) 

After I got all the tea cups off the desk this afternoon, I launched into an impromptu, completely unscripted CW 
lesson, wherein I taught the letters, E T, A and M.  
For this, I used a combination of my Blue racer or Brown Brothers paddles, going into the HK5A. 
I was using my Heil headset with microphone, connected on Zoom. 
There was occasional clipping of audio, but hopefully, not too much, so I believe things went pretty well, given that 
I haven't previously attempted it. 
An account at zoom.us is free and it is possible to host a Zoom meeting for up to 100 participants for as long as 
40 minutes. Speaking realistically, a CW lesson needs only 15 minutes, because we don't want anyone to 
experience burn out, hi hi. 
 
73, 
Dave, ZL4LDY 

WHAT MEMBERS HAVE BEEN DOING WHILE IN LOCKDOWN 
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WHAT MEMBERS HAVE BEEN DOING WHILE IN LOCKDOWN 

It has been years in the making but I’ve finally put together a QRP transceiver. The process was one of 
developing modules and ultimately joining them all together. The fail to success ratio along the way was 
something in the order of 100:1, but as the saying goes … if at first you don’t succeed ... In my case I was ever 
mindful of the “Peter Principle”. 
The oscillator is a DDS. It was the first thing I built 
and predates Arduino’s, SI5351’s, etc. It’s an AD9850 
controlled by a PIC16F88. Learning to write code for 
the PIC to control the AD9850 was an adventure but I 
got there in the end. The DDS produces nice output 0
-30MHz and in theory the transceiver will operate on 
all the HF amateur bands. My expectation is to only 
operate 80 & 40 metres with low power.  
The receiver is direct conversion. Mixing is via a 
NE612. Following the 612 are a couple of op-amps 
providing amplification and audio roll-off at 2.5kHz 
(ish). I’ve comfortably listened to stations on 160, 80, 
40, 30, & 20 metres. I’ve no idea of its sensitivity but 
using the club’s remote HF and my eartrometer, 
there’s little difference between the two. 
The transmitter is DSB, at its heart is a balanced modulator. It was back to basics here and the final version uses 
a pair of diodes. I went to a bit of effort to find a matched pair measuring voltage drop across diodes at different 
currents. The effort was worth it. My basic tests suggest carrier suppression approaching 40dB. 
The microphone amplifier is the module that caused me the greatest grief … and something so simple. The issues 
I had to overcome were driving the electret mic at the right level and providing the right amount of amplification to 
drive the balanced modulator just right, all the time keeping pesky RF out of the module. Got there in the end, but 
there were plenty of prototypes consigned to the bin. 
RF amplifiers are turning out to be the bane of my existence. I’ve built plenty and can confirm thermal runaway is 
real and smoke does exist in transistors. My current configuration is a two-stage exciter. It’s presenting something 
like 17mW to a QRP-Labs 10W linear (yep, in the end I resorted to good old fashion cheating and used a kit). The 
linear is being underdriven and is delivering approx. 5W to the end of a wet bit of string … the other end tied off 
up a pine tree. Note: avoid using trees with antennas … limbs higher up will break and fall on your wire and cause 
all sorts of problems. 

First DX on the wee radio. 7.140MHz @ 7pm NZDT 23 Mar 
20. 17,933km all the way to Czech Republic.  

Not too bad for 5W DSB!!!!!! 
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The photos show this is very much a work in progress and follows the 
principle of function over form. The next step is adding CW. I’ve 
already added circuitry to unbalance the balanced modulator to use 
that to generate CW. I’ve no idea how it will sound without envelope 
shaping (but who cares … I won’t hear it). The other thing I haven’t 
figured is how to achieve a receive frequency shift to resolve the other 
station’s tone. I’m thinking I might ignore this and rely on the other 
station using their RIT. This is a topic I’d happily receive your (yes 
you, the reader) input on. 
My next project is a paddle/keyer. My straight keying is atrocious. 
 
Cheers,  
Neville, ZL2BNE 

Greetings All, 
 
By the time you read this we will be well into the lock-down period and I trust you are faring well and coping ok. 
I think most, if not all, will be well supported by family and/or friends but nevertheless, if you feel isolated and in 
need of help in any form, then I would encourage you to give me a ring, or email, and we can have a chat about 
how best to alleviate that.  
Contact 579-3121 or b.cousins@xtra.co.nz 
No doubt you have already thought of a few things to help fill in the time, but I could suggest one or two that may 
be of interest. 
The club station at Brayshaw is of course available to all members and if you haven’t tried it before then this could 
well offer an opportunity. 
We will stage the Constructors Night sometime later in the year and so this time may also be an opportunity to put 
that idea into effect that you’ve put off till now. 
One idea that arose from last year’s questionnaire, that I intended to put into practice later this year when the fund 
raising events dust settled, was a competition involving the building of a “one device” transmitter or receiver. I say 
“one device” because the device could be a bipolar transistor, a field-effect transistor (FET) or even a valve! The 
design can be original or one you discovered some time ago. We would set a date as to when it needs to be 
completed and assessed. Have a think about it and, if there is sufficient interest, we will fill in the details. I’m sure 
it would be within the capabilities of most of us. 
If you are thinking “With Jaycar closed, where do I get the parts?”, send me a list of parts and I’ll rat around in my 
Pandora’s box. 
If you are short of reading material and enjoy “Silicon Chip” (e.g. the Serviceman column is always worth a read) 
then let me know and I’ll drop some on your doorstep, although I did a cull only a few weeks ago. I also have a 
fairly large collection of mainly historical and military non-fiction. 
I’m sure others may have helpful ideas to keep us chirpy, (e.g. 
books worth reading) so let Caryl know for inclusion in Interface, 
and keep contact by phone, text, email or whatever. 
An interesting fact from out of the US, apparently there has been 
a surge in interest in getting a Ham licence! 
Keep warm and keep well! 
 
73, 
Bill 

KEEP WARM 

KEEP WELL 

mailto:b.cousins@xtra.co.nz



